
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 
  

  

 
 

 

  

From: Richard Nagel 
To: Joseph P. Filippi 
Subject: Public Comment Aug 20 Emergency Board of Health Meeting 
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 8:21:07 AM 

Dear Mr. Filippi, 

We are talking about the Covid Delta variant which started in January 2021 in the UK.  It is in the US 
now.  The proposed government response is mandated behavior modifications whether facts are 
known or not. Dr. Fauci is talking about booster shots for people who were vaccinated only 8 months 
ago or in early January 2021.  Opinions of health officials are being made at will and have changed 
dramatically over the last year. 

Who can guarantee the health outcome of these hasty health decisions two years in the future?  Will 
this Health Board, universities, community and state colleges stand behind these mandates made in 
a hurry when people suffer adverse health conditions and even deaths.  There are over 6,000 deaths 
of previously vaccinated people.  Be ready to be sued when decisions are made based on emotion 
and incomplete information. 

How do you protect yourself from unwanted legal suits? By letting people make their own 
decisions about their bodies.  Any foreign objects introduced into one’s body should be voluntary 
like opioids, cigarettes, alcohol and even vaccines. 

We are still talking about an emergency use mRNA viral dose, not approved by the FDA.  The vaccine 
was put into production long before clinical trials were finished and the trials were conducted to a 
limited group of volunteers with incomplete control groups.  For example, pregnant women were 
not in the original vaccine trials.  It will take many more years and more human experimentation to 
validate the Covid vaccine in the same class as other immunizations for malaria, hepatitis, or 
measles. 

The vulnerable population like seniors, immuno-deficient, or people with underlying health 
conditions should take the vaccine since it is the less risky option than going to the hospital and 
relying on a ventilator without proven therapeutics which are still banned in Nevada.  Rest of the 
people should do risk analysis about their own health and decide on the vaccination. Their body, 
their decision. 

The State needs to stay out of personal decisions and not impose mandated vaccinations on our 
younger generation, our future, without full information about the vaccine.  The younger generation 
will survive Covid with or without vaccination.  The faculty, who are the most ardent proponents of 
mandated vaccination should make their own decision based on their own health situations. 

I request this Board to reject mandated vaccines unanimously. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Nagel 


